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What is Mid-Career?
• A long, but somewhat loosely defined, phase of academic life

• Rich with opportunities and challenges
• Qualitatively different from early career

• New responsibilities, such as service, leadership, 
mentoring

• High expectations for achievement
• Somewhat more autonomy, more room for individual 

initiative
• Less clear goals than early career

• Thoughtful strategy is required to make the most of 
mid-career

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction from Roger Baldwin
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[Kiernan Mathews] My team at COACHE.



Understanding 
& Supporting

Faculty at Midcareer

Kiernan R. Mathews, Ed.D.
Executive Director, Principal Investigator

kiernan_mathews@gse.harvard.edu

(he/him/his)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Harvard, not “of” Harvard.Albany, U. HoustonWorst teacher you’ll have here:Research appointment, but working on my growing edge / backhand.Been studying faculty for the last 15 years.



Think of a gratifying moment in 
your career so far.

What at that moment made 
being a professor (or other 
academic) a great job?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like to start with a reminder of the best parts of this profession. Think in silence, for now, about a gratifying moment in your career. One that made you feel, “It’s worth it for moments like these.”[30 seconds] [CLICK]Now introduce yourselves to the person beside you and share: What at that moment made your job feel like a great job? [30 seconds]  + [30 seconds] [NEXT]



Presenter
Presentation Notes
My research at COACHE Is designed to help universities create the conditionsWhere more of those moments can happen.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
My research at COACHE Is designed to help universities create the conditionsWhere more of those moments can happen.But there is a tremendous body of evidence gathered by scholars who study faculty.Some of you have spent your career studying insects. Or bond market fluctuations. I’m spending mine studying you.So I see COACHE’s role as bringing that research to practice.Since 2005, but preceded by a pilot funded by Ford Foundation and the Atlantic Philanthropies.We use benchmarked data from surveys …… but also from university administrative records…Interviews…policy analysisconveningsleadership development for faculty affairs, faculty leaders[NEXT – DESCRIBE REPORT 4, 5, 6, 7]
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[DESCRIBE COACHE VANTAGE]



identical means…
but widely different meanings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[DESCRIBE]



What are they doing right?

Will they improve? How?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[DESCRIBE]



My Assumptions

Adults can grow.
We are unfinished, incomplete beings. 
Limitations can be transcended. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HGSE / Bob Kegan devotee.Always working on our growing edge.Once it was not so: faculty arrived fully formed. Certainly by the time they were tenured!



Your “high-growth” experience

• What was the situation?  
• What enabled your growth?
• What did that growth then enable in 

your life and/or work?
• Who helped you?
• How did they help?

Kegan, R., Lahey, L., Miller, M., Fleming, A. (2016). An Everyone Culture: Becoming a Deliberately Developmental Organization. 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard Business School Press.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I’d like to give you a few minutes to think about what we’ll call a HIGH-GROWTH experience. Just to GROUND you in your OWN personal experience.You might think about growing up, your working life, or even helping someone else.And what’s a high-growth experience? As you look back on it you think “GOSH, there’s some element of CHALLENGE that was there. But there’s a way that I can recognize that I really made PROGRESS, I had some new capability, I really GREW as a result of that experience.” I’d like you ask you to THINK about the situationWHAT enabled your growthWHAT did that enable in your work or lifeWHO helped you?And HOW did they helpFor a MINUTE on your own, please write down your thoughts in response to these questions. I hope that this will be a fond recollection, but there may be a TWINGE associated with that fondness, but let’s get started on that minute and I will help you mark the time.[1 MINUTE]When I talk about this with smaller groups, what I hear is:Challenge, of course—that was in my prompt to you.VulnerabilityRiskFailure… and with the people who helped, you might now have a special feeling about them. Sometime it starts out as resentment for making you do that thing…… but then it might grow into a begrudging appreciation for pushing you… if that’s the kind of “help” it was…… or just a deep affection for those who helped you.I want you to hold onto those feelings this morning because what I believe Michigan State University wants you to do is to get started on that next high-growth experience.Think about your past, analyze it, and see how you can recreate—or improve upon it—and get that sense of reward.It might mean a challenge, a risk, some failures, being open about vulnerability…How can you find or create the conditions in which that vulnerability will be “well-held”?My experience was shared with a kind of cohort, and so when I look for opportunities to grow, I know that I’m more likely to enjoy and to succeed in that kind of situation.[NEXT]



More Assumptions

Adults can grow.

Colleges thrive when faculty thrive...
… and suffer when faculty lack agency. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organizations succeed when employees are engaged, satisfied, thriving. McGregor’s empowering Theory Y, not  repressive Theory X.



Herzberg, F., Mausner, B., & Snyderman, B. (1993). The motivation to work. New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Herzberg’s Hygiene-Motivator Theory, which also underlies much of the scholarly literature on faculty satisfaction.Note the motivating factors of meaningful work, challenging work, feelings of recognition and achievement.Though most everyone holds these truths to be self-evident, we’re often reluctant to commit serious resources to these factors.We tend to revert to the hygiene factors.Reminds me of probably APOCRYPHAL exchange between a board and its president…[NEXT]



Trustee to President:
“What if we spend all of this time and 
money on ‘faculty development,’ and 
then they leave?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[CLICK] to reveal punchline



Trustee to President:
“What if we spend all of this time and 
money on ‘faculty development,’ and then 
they leave?”

President to Trustee:
“What if we don’t, and then they stay?”



My Assumptions (3)
Adults can grow.

Colleges thrive when faculty thrive.

Further promotion is a good goal. 
After all, you were promoted with the 
expectation of continuing your 
trajectory… but obstacles arise.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, the first two assumptions were fairly uncontroversial. This next one, I find, has its objectors.Here in the academy we are hired, and promoted, with the expectation of a lifelong career at the same university.I went to a meeting of about 50 university provosts, and asked them, when you promote assistants to associates, do you hope that some will remain at the associate rank, and never go further?Or should every associate professor—upon receiving tenure—be expected to come up for full?They UNANIMOUSLY agreed that all associates are believed to be capable of going all the way.[NEXT]



Q: My dept. has a culture 
where associate professors 

are encouraged to work 
towards promotion to full.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to COACHE results, however, departmental cultures do not reflect these expectations. Nearly 45% of what I’ll call senior associates—or associates in that rank for six or more years—disagree that there is a culture of promotion in their departments. Among recently-tenured associates, only about 3 in 5 agree that a culture of promotion exists.Nearly 2 out of 3 experienced associates say they have never received formal feedback on their progress toward promotion. 



Q: When do you plan to 
submit your dossier for 

promotion to full 
professor?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Senior associates are more than two times more likely than recently-tenured associates to report that they have no plans to submit their dossier for promotion.In fact, nearly 20% say they intend never to come up for full professor.So I am saying that promotion is a good goal, but often unrealized. What gets in the way is well documented and, with some evidence, can be your leverage to effect change in your department.[NEXT]



The Three Classic Stages 
of a Faculty Member’s Career 

with the Proposed “Newly-tenured” Stage

• Sources: 
• Russell, B. C. (2013). The workplace satisfaction of newly-tenured faculty members at research universities (Order No. 3579020).

Available from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global. (1503847605). 
• Baldwin, R. G., & Chang, D. A. (2006). Reinforcing our "keystone" faculty: Strategies to support faculty in the middle years of academic 

life. Liberal Education, 92(4), 28-35. 
• Neumann, A. (2009a). Professing to learn: Creating tenured lives and careers in the American research university. Baltimore, MD: Johns 

Hopkins University Press. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An aside:I keep unbundling associates by time-in-rank because our own studies confirmThat the newly-tenured are distinct from the senior associates in many ways.[NEXT SLIDE]



My Assumptions (4)
Adults can grow.

Colleges thrive when faculty thrive.

Further promotion is a good goal.

Most midcareer faculty work really, 
really hard. (Really hard.)  
Many are succeeding in ways others can’t 
see (and don’t reward).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My last assumption todayIs that knee-jerk stigmas of the senior associateWhat do I mean?[NEXT]



“Less Than” from Wet Hot 
American Summer

Wet Hot American Summer (2001)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLAY VIDEO HERE OR SWITCH TO YOUTUBE IN BROWSER.



“less than”?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are they really less than?In COACHE’s  surveys, midcareer faculty are often “less satisfied than” their assistant and full counterparts.With rare exceptions across the COACHE survey themes, associate professors consistently rate their satisfaction lower than assistant and full professors. When we divide associates into two groups: the recently-tenured and the senior associates, the pattern is even more stark.[NEXT]



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with employees In other industries, overall workplace satisfaction among university faculty is U-shaped by age.Assistant and associate professors appear to grow less satisfied with their institutions the longer they stay in rank.We find that the senior, or long-term associate professor is by and large less satisfied with their institution and with their department than are the recently tenured. Findings such as these have found their way into the media. But add to all this the other pressures university faculty are under:states cut budgets and threaten to weaken tenurefamilies and students demand more for their money, grants are more competitive and selective, It’s no wonder a professor might eventually shut down and disengage.



PTSD
Post Tenure Stress Disorder?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have YOU suffered from PTSD?What we’ve learned in a nutshell is that becoming an associate professor is for many a big let-down. Perhaps they haven’t been warned?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a workshop a few years ago, I asked a room full of faculty leaders and senior administrators to picture a disengaged faculty member in their minds.Someone particular, someone they knew.Then to write down a word or phrase that would describe that professor?They submitted their responses anonymously; we redistributed them so they could be read aloud, one at a time.



Not improving teaching

Cynical

Bored

Complainer
Longing for the good ol' days

Old white male

Angry

Lazy, passive

No-show

Unaccountable

Abandoned

Stymied career

Isolated

Misunderstood

Discouraged

Marginalized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was like the air had been taken out of the room. One vice provost said it was like a walk through the graveyard.



Not improving teaching

Cynical

Bored

Complainer
Longing for the good ol' days

Old white male

Angry

Lazy, passive

No-show

Unaccountable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But I saw two distinct categories of descriptions: the judgmental …[NEXT SLIDE]



Abandoned

Stymied career

Isolated

Misunderstood

Discouraged

Marginalized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… and the developmental—the understanding.I believe that—by being HONEST, even VULNERABLY so, about the potential for these outcomes… however rare…we can PREVENT them.Not by focusing on the “less than” – less satisfied, less productive – but by focusing on the MORE THAN: They are doing SO MUCH MORE. Most universities just don’t know how to recognize and reward it.[NEXT SLIDE]



Adults can grow.

Colleges thrive when faculty thrive.

Further promotion is a good goal.

Midcareer faculty work really hard.

Gratifying career moments

High-growth experiences

What gets in the way?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, if you’ll go back to my four assumptions. And remember the things about yourself we explored:Your most gratifying moments of being a professorYour own high-growth experiencesKeeping these points in mind, take five minutes now to talk with your table: What might be the pitfalls for midcareer faculty? What gets in the way of these principles, what gets in the way of gratifying moments, of high-growth experiences?[Maybe willful vs. circumstantial?][5 MINUTES AT YOUR TABLES]I’m going to share a list of those I’ve heard before, some of the greatest hits. 



• Teaching protections are lifted
• Service load increases
• Asked to serve as chair
• Mentoring disappears
• Grants are more competitive
• Family life / crisis intervenes
• New chair/dean moves goalposts to full
• No clear path to promotion?
• Advising
• Bad experience at tenure—won’t repeat it!
• All of the above x2 for women, fac. of color

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toll heavier on women and faculty of color who--given their fewer numbers at this rank (in many disciplines)--are asked to serve more, advise more, show up more--and not just for your school, but for their disciplinary associations, too.These folks are also less privvy to informal networks that provide greater clarity on promotion processes and criteria



Average age of faculty, 
by rank and tenure status, 

at 50 COACHE research universities

Instructor/Lecturer

not ure track

Tenure status rank n median mean

not tenure track 48 48.46,771 

Assistant 5,078 44 46.0

not tenure track Associate 2,364 53 52.8
not tenure track Full 1,064 60 59.3

pre-tenure Assistant 9,245 38 39.0
tenured Associate 14,129 48 50.2
tenured Full 18,306 60 59.3

Instructor/Lecturer

not tenure track

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep in mind also the AGE of the faculties.This one always surprises presidents and provosts, because they think of JUNIOR faculty as YOUNG faculty. But the mean age is 39!On the screen here is what the average age by rank looks like in COACHE’s analytic sample of research universities.Newly tenured : 44 years |  Senior associates: 52 yearsThese faculty are dealing with ELDER CARE now. Or they are managing their own failing health or their partners’. 



Supporting
Faculty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fortunately, more and more scholars, and COACHE’s own administrators in the trenches, are finding successful career supports for faculty at the associate rank.And from my perch, I have seen a great deal of promising practices, some of which I will share with you now. First, I must point out that I believe Michigan State is, or is willing to become, an exception. I have not seen a more comprehensive, inclusive, Theory Y driven program for faculty advancement. It is incumbent upon chairs and deans to support you. So you seem to have a voice, agency, a real opportunity, to pursue your path, even if it’s a new one.Anyway, if some of my recommendations are happening here, then you can count yourself lucky to be at a place like this.This is the part where I move quickly.



Get data-wise.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, my solutions are for developing a university- or college-wide strategy. You’ll hear from your peers later about more personal advice.[CLICK] GET DATA-WISE.Find your context. Discuss and identify the researchable propositions about faculty in your discipline. What data is readily available about faculty in your department, school or college? For example:Numbers and proportion of associate professors? By department, gender, race/ethnicity?Average time in rank by department, gender, race/ethnicity?Always be asking: how do we compare to faculties like us? Maybe we’re an exemplar! Or have something to learn.Look at the transactional data: research productivity, teaching loads (courses and enrollments), awards, service activities you track. … by gender, race/ethnicity, other identities you care about.You might find colleagues who are already qualified, or nearly so, to come up for full.How does that compare to the other departments, schools, or colleges?How does that compare to your discipline? (What’s happening in your disciplinary societies around this work? If nothing, that’s a leadership opportunity for you.)You might find that women and faculty of color are spending disproportionately more time at the associate levelYou might subsequently find that they are bearing a disproportionate service or teaching load. This will vary by department--but don't just use the pillory, use the pedestal to celebrate the behavior you wish others to model.



Years in rank, current associate professors, 
COACHE research universities, 2015-17

“For how 
long have 
associate 
professors 
here been 
at this 
rank?”

Academic Area median mean Standard 
deviation

Humanities 9 10.4 7.93
Visual and Performing Arts 9 9.8 7.29
Business 8 9.8 8.12
Education 8 9.6 7.76
Social Sciences 7 9.5 8.13
Engi / Comp Sci / Math / Stats 6 9.4 8.33
Biological Sciences 6 9.0 8.07
Physical Sciences 6 8.6 7.67
Health / Human Ecology 6 8.1 6.34
Ag / Nat Res / Env Sci 6 8.1 7.13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, my solutions are for developing a university- or college-wide strategy. You’ll hear from your peers later about more personal advice.Remember that chart I showed you earlier, about the culture of promotion in your department? Well, what data do you already have about your department or college, that can tell you where you might find examples right here at Michigan State?Start with the "frozen" data. What are the numbers of associates, what is their time in rank, by dept, by gender, by race. Look at the transactional data: research productivity, teaching loads (courses and enrollments), other activities you have. You are likely to find more than a few associate professors who are already qualified, or nearly so, to come up for full.You might find that women and faculty of color are spending disproportionately more time at the associate level; you might subsequently find that they are bearing a disproportionate service or teaching load. This will vary by department--but don't just use the pillory, use the pedestal to celebrate the behavior you wish others to model.Throughout, ask your faculty to engage the study of themselves as a researchable proposition.



How does our time-in-
rank compare to other 

faculties like us?
Years in rank, 

current associate professors, 
50 COACHE research universities, 

2015-17

Discipline
Comparison Univ. 

median

Compariso
n Univ. 
mean

Compariso
n Univ. 

Standard 
deviation

Anonymou
s Big Ten 
median

Anonymous 
Big Ten 
mean

Anonymou
s Big Ten 

s.d.

Humanities 8 10.3 8.15 12 11.5 4.51
Business 7 9.7 8.34 9 10.3 5.34
Visual & Performing Arts 8 9.6 7.53 10 11.1 5.47
Education 7 9.4 8.04 9 11.0 5.49
Social Sciences 7 9.4 8.29 11 11.4 5.62
Engi/CompSci/Math/Stats 6 9.3 8.36 11 11.1 7.16
Biological Sciences 6 8.8 7.93 9 11.7 9.65
Physical Sciences 6 8.5 7.96 9 9.6 4.24
Agri/NatRes/EnviSci 6 8.0 7.13 n/a n/a n/a
Health & Human Ecology 6 7.6 6.08 10 10.7 7.38

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, my solutions are for developing a university- or college-wide strategy. You’ll hear from your peers later about more personal advice.[CLICK] GET DATA-WISE.What data do you already have about your faculty?Start with the "frozen" data. What are the numbers of associates, what is their time in rank, by dept, by gender, by race. Look at the transactional data: research productivity, teaching loads (courses and enrollments), other activities you have. You are likely to find more than a few associate professors who are already qualified, or nearly so, to come up for full.You might find that women and faculty of color are spending disproportionately more time at the associate level; you might subsequently find that they are bearing a disproportionate service or teaching load. This will vary by department--but don't just use the pillory, use the pedestal to celebrate the behavior you wish others to model.Throughout, ask your faculty to engage the study of themselves as a researchable proposition.



Reverse-engineer 
successful careers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can do this individually, but better if departmentally:Identify three or four faculty in your department or school who represent traditional and non-traditional paths to success. Look at their C.V.s., and retrace their paths. What committees did they serve on, and when? What leadership did they undertake in their disciplinary society, and when? One institution organized the service assignments into A, B, C and D levels, and determined that an assistant professor should take X A’s and Y B’s, An associate, So many B’s and a couple of C’s…



Make orientation
an authentic 
eye-opener.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAKE ORIENTATION AN AUTHENTIC EYE-OPENERAt new faculty orientation, describe the life cycle--including a description of the realities of the newly tenured, and the various possibilities of what success looks like at associate. Ask them, what do you want said about you at your retirement party? How do they get on this path, where does the contract get broken?Have a newly tenured faculty orientation. Year-long, with workshops like "Getting to full," "Running a committee," "Difficult conversations," "Meeting Wise".



Start a “contested 
topics” 

conversation.*

*Source: Baldwin, R., DeZure, D., Shaw, A., and Moretto, K. (2008). 
Mapping the terrain of mid-career faculty at a research university. Change, 
Sept-Oct 2008, 46-55.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
START A CONTESTED TOPICS CONVERSATION.So how would your faculty and your senior leadership describe success for the associate professor?“Should we tell them they barely made tenure?”“Are annual reviews too much at this stage?” [MORE ON NEXT SLIDE]Add some of these questions, like “Why bother going up to full? Small pay raise, lots of work?” “Why let me colleagues do that to me again?”



Open new pathways 
to promotion through 
modest T&P reforms.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a similar vain, REENGAGE THROUGH T&P REFORMIf faculty can’t get to full because they can't produce the body of evidence required for promotion, change the requirements to fit the institutional mission. VCU and UNC Charlotte revised T&P guidelines to making community-engaged teaching and scholarship an institutionalized part of the review and promotion process. This opened the door to faculty who felt it was closed to them; if the visioning exercise follows T&P changes, by design, then faculty have an opportunity to pivot toward meaningful work.One university instituted a policy for a five-year look-back for promotion to full.The president and provost can’t touch this—it’s the third rail. But department by department, school by school, faculty can do this, and more. create differentiated workload modelsDoesn’t have to violate disciplinary standards—many societies are recommending moves like this.



Start a 
departmental 
dialog about 

differentiating, 
rebalancing 

and renegotiation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BE OPEN TO RENEGOTIATIONAt one university, a dean's office implemented a visioning exercise, with annual updates, in which faculty discussed their passionate interests, determined what excites them about being a faculty member, and built that into their own career plans. The dean tells faculty that they should do what they do well, and they may get promoted for it--and if they aren't, they will still be recognized in other ways, and at least they'll be doing what they love. SUNY Albany, UMKC, Iowa State, and James Madison are all doing versions of this career visioning. (UMKC reported a record rate of promotions since their last round of COACHE.)(USE SUNY SLIDES HERE)



Mentor across the ranks.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MENTOR ACROSS THE RANKSRequire departmental plans for mentoring associates. Present two or three models to fit different sized departments and ask them either to adopt the best fit or make their own that meets the same goals--but any variance needs review and approval. Ditch the classical paternalistic model of mentoring, but ask instead, "What problems are we trying to solve for which mentoring is the solution?" This leads to a matrix of mentors, a CREW, not an expectation that one person can be father, son, and Holy Ghost.



Tenured associate professors are more likely 
than others to be poorly mentored or not 

mentored at all in their departments.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MENTOR ACROSS THE RANKSRequire departmental plans for mentoring associates. Present two or three models to fit different sized departments and ask them either to adopt the best fit or make their own that meets the same goals--but any variance needs review and approval. Ditch the classical paternalistic model of mentoring, but ask instead, "What problems are we trying to solve for which mentoring is the solution?" This leads to a matrix of mentors, a CREW, not an expectation that one person can be father, son, and Holy Ghost.



Effectiveness of mentoring
outside department, within 

institution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MENTOR ACROSS THE RANKSRequire departmental plans for mentoring associates. Present two or three models to fit different sized departments and ask them either to adopt the best fit or make their own that meets the same goals--but any variance needs review and approval. Ditch the classical paternalistic model of mentoring, but ask instead, "What problems are we trying to solve for which mentoring is the solution?" This leads to a matrix of mentors, a CREW, not an expectation that one person can be father, son, and Holy Ghost.



Invest in 
chairs as 
leaders, 
not merely 
caretakers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INVEST IN THE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT OF CHAIRSDepartment chair development. U of H, Chairs Academy--but INVEST in it, don't leave it to chance.Leadership development opportunities in your discipline, like ACS (image behind this one).



There is no such thing as “The Faculty,”
so make changes one department at a time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOT CAPITAL F FACULTY, BUT MANY FACULTIES. Loosely coupled… and that’s an asset. Local innovations don’t disturb the whole, have time to take root.At WVU, they focused on women’s progress. The provost started a Women's Leadership Institute that engages, invigorates, and empowers women through leadership coaching. Faculty and former faculty comprise the steering committee. At VTech, the Provost and two associate provosts met with every academic dept over two years, 65 meetings in total. After a short intro speech from provost, usually about the issues faced by the university at the time, the meeting was directed by faculty with extensive Q&A. Notes were compiled, summarized around common themes. 



Q&A

Kiernan R. Mathews, Ed.D.
Executive Director, Principal Investigator

kiernan_mathews@gse.harvard.edu

(he/him/his)



1. Write your three key take-aways
on a spare sheet of paper.

2. Write your name at the top.
3. Shift your paper to the right. If 

you don’t see your take-aways
on that person’s page, add them.

4. Repeat as often as your table 
likes.

5. Retrieve your original sheet.



Insights for Making the Most of Mid-Career
• Victor DiRita, Chairperson, Microbiology and Molecular 

Genetics
• Jim Dearing, Chairperson, Communication
• Chris Gray, Director, Veterinary Medical Center
• Malea Powell, Chairperson, Writing, Rhetoric, and 

American Culture
• Terah Venzant Chambers, Associate Professor, 

Educational Administration
• Mark Urban-Lurain, Associate Professor, Dean’s Office 

in the College of Engineering



BREAKOUT SESSION SCHEDULE
(Refer to your agenda for session details)

• 10:40-10:50 a.m.  BREAK

• 10:50-11:20 a.m. Breakout Session #1

• 11:20-11:30 a.m. BREAK

• 11:30-12:00 p.m. Breakout Session #2

• 12:00-12:30 p.m. Reporting and Wrap-up



Reporting 
• What are some important issues we should 

highlight?
• Questions still being considered or you would 

like to talk about?
• Suggestions you have or that you heard that you 

would like to share regarding issues in the mid-
career?



Moving Forward

• Ideas on how the University can support those at 
mid-career based on issues discussed today?



Wrap-up

• Thank you
• Evaluations
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